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ABSTRACT In the electromagnetic space, a single channel radar receiver will often intercept several periodic

pulse trains radiating from the surrounding emitters simultaneously. The aim of radar pulse deinterleaving

is to sort out the pulses coming from different emitters. Most traditional pulse repetition interval (PRI)

deinterleaving methods are easy to sort out the pulses with small PRI fluctuations but difficult in dealing

with relatively bigger fluctuation or staggered PRIs. In addition, this searching procedure can easily cause

pulse omission phenomenon and even generate false pulses. In this paper, we propose an improved histogram

method for PRI deinterleaving based on pulse correlation to overcome the above-mentioned shortcomings.

After calculating the multi-level time difference histogram, we introduce the mean filter and interquartile

range algorithm to optimize the estimated PRI values. Our method extracts the pulse pairs based on

pulse correlation directly instead of searching for the pulses and then determines whether the PRI is

staggered or not. The experiments on simulation data show that our method can achieve better performance

on both the pulse trains of jittered PRIs and the staggered PRIs.

INDEX TERMS Radar signal, pulse deinterleaving, pulse correlation, jittered PRI, staggered PRI.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the electronic warfare (EW), the electronic support mea-

sure (ESM) refers to collect radar and communication signals

emanating frommilitary platforms [1], [2]. Hence, it is neces-

sary to improve the effectiveness of radar pulse deinterleav-

ing, which is the precondition of further signal processing and

emitter classification. In recent decades, the electromagnetic

environment has become increasingly complicated because

of continuously increasing number of radars and improved

radar technology. The radar pulse deinterleaving faces many

challenges, such as high density of signals in electromagnetic

space, extreme complexity of signal parameters, low proba-

bility of signal interception and so on [3]. Correspondingly,

the deinterleaving algorithm should be improved to adapt

to the complicated electromagnetic environment. Generally,

a parametric pulse description word (PDW) will be generated

[4], [5] when a pulse signal is intercepted, which generally

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Weimin Huang.

contains the time of arrival (TOA), radio frequency (RF),

pulse width (PW), pulse amplitude (PA), and direction of

arrival (DOA). Pre-deinterleaving with the last four param-

eters is to dilute the pulse stream and separate them into

several subspaces. The following deinterleaving with TOA

attempts to extract TOA trains according to different PRIs.

Since 1980s, lots of PRI deinterleaving algorithms have been

proposed. Rogers [6] began to study real-time signal sorting

algorithms in dense complex signal environments based on

TOAs. After that, many PRI deinterleaving algorithms sprang

out. These algorithms that have been applied in the actual

scene can be mainly divided into three categories: direct

sequence searching, time-difference histogram and PRI trans-

formation. The methods based on direct sequence searching

[7], [8] firstly chose a base pulse, then operated expanding

searching procedure and picked out the prescribed number of

pulses. The same operation for the remaining pulses will be

repeated after sorting out a pulse train. This kind of methods

are difficult to deinterleave TOAs of the staggered PRI and

cannot solve pulse-missing problems. Histogram methods,
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like cumulative difference histogram(CDIF) [9] and sequen-

tial difference histogram(SDIF) [10], estimate PRIs from

a cumulative histogram based on time-difference of arrival

(TDOA), and then search the TOA train by the estimated

PRIs. Thesemethods are time consumingwhen the number of

TOAs is huge and the searching procedure would cause the

same problems like the direct sequence searching methods

do. Many further improved algorithms based on SDIF have

been proposed. For instance, Liu and Zhang [3] focused

on missing pulses and estimated more precise PRI values.

Besides, it turns out to be fast when the entire searching pro-

cedure is in a linear manner. Xi et al. [11] introduced the over-

lapping box and dynamic sequence search algorithm based

on classic SDIF method, which could deinterleave the PRI-

jittered signals with jitter quantity less than 10%.Meanwhile,

Ken’ichi and Masaaki [12] proposed an approach named

PRI transformation, and its improved versions [13], [14]

were proposed later. PRI transformation adopted correlation

of inter-pulse with a phase factor, whichwas good at eliminat-

ing the interference of sub-harmonics. However, PRI transfor-

mation requires huge calculation, which is not suitable for the

TOA streams of high density. All deinterleaving algorithms

mentioned above contain two main procedures: estimating

PRI values and searching for the TOA trains corresponding

to them. These kinds of algorithms can successfully sort out

pulses formed by lightly-fluctuated PRIs. However, when

the fluctuation of PRI is bigger, extracting pulse with the

estimated PRIs will lead to time consuming and searching

confliction. Also, these algorithms did not pay too much

attention to the complicated PRI types like the staggered, so

it is not robust for the increasingly complex electromagnetic

environment.

Besides the three main categories of PRI deinterleaving

methods, several other deinterleaving algorithms based on

TOAs showed their advantages on specialized applicable

scenes. Quan et al. [15] separated pulse signals from a multi-

ple superposed pulse train in synchronized scene with small

pulse missing rate and jitter rate. Ata’a and Abdullah [16]

proposed a neural network called ART for clustering, which

was applied in the processing system with other histogram

methods. Li et al. [17] deinterleaved pulses based on pulse

correlation. The method recorded the pulse indexes while

calculating the cumulative TDOA histogram and replaced

the search process with sorting out the TOA trains based

on the records directly. This kind of method could achieve

better performance in jittered PRIs than the methods with

search process, but still did not do well in the pulse trains

mixed of complicated PRIs, especially the staggered PRIs.

Ren et al. [18] proposed a locationmethod onmulti-TDOA of

three satellites, which transformed the TDOAs into location

information and by which emitters could be sorted out in

space domain. Xie et al. [19] searched and extracted the radar

pulse signal according to the pulse similarity after calculat-

ing the PRI values. Such method still needed the searching

procedure, the order of which would have a great influence

on the performance. Yu et al. [20] presented a method based

on the cumulative square sine wave interpolation to solve

jittered signals, which also needed the searching procedure.

From the above discussion of deinterleaving algorithms based

on TOAs, we conclude that most of the methods attempted

to search for the TOA trains with the estimated PRI val-

ues. However, even the estimated PRI values are precise,

the searching procedure might fail due to the missing pulses,

and the fluctuation of PRIs would cause the conflict in

searching.

In this paper, we propose an improved histogram method

based on pulse correlation. We reduce the histogram com-

putational complexity from O(kn2) to O(kn) compared with

the traditional histogrammethods. Furthermore, more precise

PRI values are estimated by utilizing mean filter and IQR

algorithm. Instead of searching for pulse sequence, we extract

the pulses with higher recalling rate by pulse correlation.

We also take the staggered PRIs into consideration. The

main contributions are summarized as follows: 1) calculating

the cumulative TDOA histogram once within a fixed level;

2) adopting a mean filter for TDOA histogram and IQR

algorithm for PRI ranges to optimize the estimated the PRI

values; 3) extracting the TOAs based on pulse correlation and

adopting a strategy to process the staggered PRIs.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,

the characteristics of different PRI types are introduced and

the process of data simulation is described. Section III will

introduce the details of the whole algorithm followed by a

flow chart of the complete process. In Section IV, experi-

mental results and comparison with other PRI interleaving

algorithm will be demonstrated. Finally, conclusions will be

drawn in Section V.

II. PRI MODELS AND DATA SIMULATION

A. MODELING OF DIFFERENT PRI TYPES

In this section, we mainly introduce the different PRI type

models, including the fixed, jittered, sine-modulated, slippery

and staggered tpyes. Since the pulse signal radiated by a

specific radar emitter satisfies certain rule, the TOAs can be

defined as:

TOAn = TOAn−1 + PRIn−1, (1)

Here, n is the sequential number of TOAs and PRIn−1
represents the changing time difference between adjacent

TOAs.

Fig.1 shows TOAs of pulses received by antenna from a

specific emitter. Every current TOA is related to the previous

TOA and current PRI. Meanwhile, the general PRI is in the

range of 100µs∼10000µs. When the radar radiates pulses at

FIGURE 1. TOAs of pulses received by antenna from a specific emitter.
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intervals of one PRI, the instantaneous PRIs can be formu-

lated as:

PRIn = PRI0(1+ δ), δ ∈

[

−
δmax

2
,
δmax

2

]

(2)

Here, PRI0 is the central value of PRIs and δ is the jitter

rate of PRIs relative toPRI0. The PRI can be regarded as fixed

when δ is less than or equal to 0.01, and jittered when greater

than 0.01 and less than 0.3 [4]. Furthermore, the radar emitter

may perform specific types of modulation on the jittered

PRIs. For example, formula (3) shows the sine modulation

and formula (4) shows the slippery PRIs.

PRIn = PRI0 [Rsin(2πvn+ ϕ0)] (3)

PRIn = PRI0

{

1+
2k

M

[

Mod(n,M )−
M

2

]}

(4)

In formula (3), R represents the sine modulation ratio; v is

the modulation frequency; ϕ0 is the initial modulation phase.

In formula (4), k is the slippery slope; n is the present time;M

is slippery period; Mod(•) represents remainder operation.

A staggered PRI model can be represented as formula (5),

where ‘staggered’ means radar emitters alternately radiate

pulses outward at several fixed time intervals. Here, K is the

number of sub PRIs, and sum of the K sub PRIs is called

frame period.

PRIn = PRIKMod(n,K )
(5)

Fig.2 reveals that the radar radiates pulses at two intervals

alternately. The TOA train can also be regarded as two pulse

train from different emitters with the similar interval PRIT .

Consequently, it is difficult to sort out the pulses without other

features in PDW. In our paper, we assume that all the emitters

in simulation data do not share the same PRI(s).

FIGURE 2. TOAs of pulses received from a specific emitter in which PRI is
staggered with two PRIs.

B. DATA SIMULATION

On basis of the models mentioned in II-A, experimental

TOA train within 0.5s is simulated. Table 1 lists the detailed

parameters of simulation TOA trains. For short, Fix., Jit.,

Sta., Sin. and Slip. are adopted to represent fixed, jittered,

staggered, sine modulated and slippery PRIs, respectively.

In detail, 2% pulses are randomly dropped. Here, we show

simulation data of the five PRI types in Fig.3.

Fig.3 shows that the PRIs of different PRI type change

over the sampling time. PRIs of fixed type centered around

200µs fluctuate within a small range, while the jittered PRIs

centered around 142µs have a wider fluctuation band. As for

sine-modulated centered around 333µs and slippery centered

TABLE 1. Simulation parameters of different PRI types.

FIGURE 3. Instantaneous PRIs of different PRI type.

around 500µs PRIs, they can be regarded as special cases of

jittered PRIs. In the time domain, the staggered PRIs have

two sub PRIs, shown in Fig.3, which are around 263µs and

286µs, respectively. So the PRI deinterleaving algorithms are

needed to sort out these pulses from different emitters.

III. PRI DEINTERLEAVING BASED ON PULSE

CORRELATION

A. FLOW CHART OF THE WHOLE ALGORITHM

We propose an algorithm which can handle the complicated

situation when the PRIs are mixed with jittered and staggered

types. Firstly, we calculate the multi-level TDOA histogram,

and record the pulse pair indexes corresponding to time dif-

ference. Then we calculate the threshold by the mean-filtered

histogram statistics. After that, the time differences where

the relevant histogram statistics are beyond the threshold are

obtained. Next, the possible PRIs with IQR are estimated

and optimized. Finally, we extract the pulses according to the

PRIs and optimize the results.

Fig.4 illustrates the flow chart for the whole algorithm.

γ in Fig.4 is explained in Algorithm 2. To avoid redundant

computation or false alarm caused by the noise, we use a

mean filter to smooth the TDOA histogram distribution. After

the comparison of the filtered histogram with the threshold,

the raw estimated PRI ranges are obtained. Then the IQR

algorithm [21] is adopted to optimize the estimated PRI val-

ues. Based on the optimal estimated PRIs, pulse indexes are
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FIGURE 4. Flow chart of PRI deinterleaving algorithm based on pulse
correlation.

extracted directly by the recorded pulse pairs as key indexes.

Since the key indexes occupy the most of actual indexes,

it is subtle to supplement for the missing TOAs based on

key indexes. For staggered PRIs, the pulses can be sorted out

by the frame period. Furthermore, the sub PRI values can be

estimated by the TDOA histogram of the obtained pulses.

B. CALCULATING THE TDOA HISTOGRAM

Traditional histogram algorithms re-calculate the histogram

when a candidate PRI is achieved, which leads to redundant

computation. Our algorithm solve this issue by calculating the

multi-level TDOA histogram, which reduces the histogram

computational complexity fromO(kn2) toO(kn). k represents

the level of time difference when calculating the histogram

and n represents the number of pulses. The details are elabo-

rated as a pseudo-code in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Calculation of Multi-Level TDOA

Histogram

Input :

Arrival time of pulses TOAs;

Level of pulse time difference C ;

Maximum PRI PRImax ;

Output:

Multi-level TDOA histogram Hist;

Dictionary of pulse pair indexes D;

1 Initialize the model parameter

Hist [0 : PRImax] = 0,C = 1, S = PRImax ;

2 repeat

3 for i = C : L − 1 do

4 τ = TOAi − TOAi−C ;

5 if τ < PRImax then

6 Hist[τ ] = Hist[τ ]+ 1;

7 S = Min(S, τ );

8 D[τ ]← (i− C, i);

9 end

10 end

11 C = C + 1;

12 until S ≤ PRImax ;

In Algorithm 1, PRImax is the upper limit of PRI. C is

the current time difference level. Hist is utilized to store the

histogram statistics.D is a kind of data structure which is used

to store the time differences and their corresponding pulse

pairs.

Algorithm 2 Calculation of Multi-Level TDOA

Histogram’s Threshold

Input :

Filtered multi-level TDOA histogram Histf ;

Output:

Histogram threshold TH ;

1 Initialize the model parameter

S1 = Sum(Histf ),TH = 1, S2 = 0, γ ;

2 repeat

3 for τ = 0 : PRImax do

4 if Histf [τ ] < TH then

5 S2 = S2 + Histf [τ ];

6 end

7 end

8 TH = TH + 1;

9 until S2/S1 > γ ;

Before calculating the histogram threshold, the histogram

should be smoothed by a mean filter, which helps to reduce

the bad points. One-dimension mean filter can be expressed

as:

Histf (n) = Mean

[

Hist

(

n−
W − 1

2
: n+

W + 1

2

)]

(6)
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Here, the odd number W is window size of the filter.

Mean(•) means calculating the average of the array.

Histogram threshold is calculated based on the filtered his-

togram, which is introduced in Algorithm 2.

In Algorithm 2, the input is the filtered histogram and

the output is the histogram threshold. γ is the key param-

eter for estimating the histogram threshold. As shown in

Algorithm.2 and Fig.4, γ is upper limit of the ratio of S2 to S1,

where S1 is the sum of all the histogram statistics, and S2 is the

sum of statistics that below the threshold. When S2/S1 < γ ,

the current threshold is not big enough for estimating the

candidate PRIs. On one hand, most histogram statistics of

the relevant time differences are too small because they are

not the PRIs. So, many fake candidate PRIs will be estimated

when the γ is too small. On the other hand, some jittered PRIs

will form peaks that are shorter and wider compared to the

fixed PRI. So, some jittered PRIs will be ignored when the γ

is too big. Since it is an experimental parameter, γ should be

set according to the actual electromagnetic environment and

the electronic support measure (ESM). For actual application,

it is necessary to choose several values of γ to make the

deinterleaving results more precious. In our simulation exper-

iment, we test the deinterleaving precall with several different

values of γ and set the γ to 0.3. Fig.5 is the histogram

calculated based on the data simulated from Table 1. In Fig.5,

the blue dotted line represents the original histogram. The

green solid line is the result smoothed by the mean filter

and the red line represents the threshold of the histogram.

It is necessary to adopt the mean filter, since the original

histogram statistics may be unstable as shown in Fig.5. These

noise caused by the unstable statistics may lead to false alarm.

We can eliminate these noise and achieve better raw candidate

PRIs by the mean filter.

FIGURE 5. Multi-level TDOA histogram.

C. ESTIMATING THE CANDIDATE PRIs

When the filtered histogram statistics exceed the threshold,

the related TDOAs are recorded as raw candidate PRIs, and

they are divided into many ranges. For instance, a candidate

PRI range such as 128µs∼157µs, or 198µs∼201µs. Jitter

rate of fixed PRI is no more than 1%, while the jitter PRI

no more than 30%. Hence, we can speculate that they may

be jittered PRIs centered on 142.5µs and fixed PRIs cantered

on 200µs, respectively. More complicatedly, the direct cor-

relation among pulses will lead to the failure when a fixed

PRI and jittered PRI or their other combinations fall within a

candidate PRI range. To search for the optimal candidate PRI

centers automatically, we apply the IQR algorithm [21] to the

histogram to find fliers. The fliers may come from the fixed

PRIs or the staggered sub PRIs, so that we can separate the

fixed PRIs from the jittered PRIs. Next, we briefly explain

why the statistics of the fixed or staggered PRI histogram

can be considered as fliers in boxplots. For simplicity, if two

radars emit pulses with similar PRI values for the same

duration, the number of pulses from the two radars will be

similar too. Histogram of fixed PRI type is distributed over

a narrow PRI range while a relatively wider range for the

jittered type. Based on IQR, Fig.6 shows histogram boxplots

of the candidate PRI ranges. The horizontal axis is TDOA

range corresponding to raw candidate PRIs, and the vertical

axis represents boxplots of the related histogram statistics.

The height of box in the boxplots is called the IQR, and the

dotted line is the median of the histogram statistics. The plus

signs represent filers.We can recognize that the raw candidate

PRIs in the range of 128µs∼157µs and 198µs∼201µs have

no fliers. So they can be regarded as jittered and fixed PRI

types according to the fluctuation rate. When PRI ranges

from 260µs to 351µs, the fliers in boxplots are related to the

two peaks in Fig.5. We pick the PRIs out according to the

fliers and extract pulses from the whole range. PRIs ranging

from 397µs to 401µs are subharmonic of PRIs centered

on around 200µs. In 542µs∼601µs, the fliers represent the

frame period of the staggered PRI. On basis of the above anal-

ysis, we can estimate the PRIs from the raw candidate PRI

ranges. And the fixed and jittered PRIs are stored separately.

FIGURE 6. Boxplots of histogram statistics exceeding the threshold.

D. EXTRACTING PULSES AND POST PROCESSING

From the flow chart in Fig.4, we record the pulse pair

indexes while calculating the histogram. The pulse pairs set of
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different time difference could be expressed as bellow:

Pτ = {(m, n) , τL ≤ tn − tm ≤ τH , 1 ≤ m < n ≤ L} (7)

Here, Pτ is the pulse pair indexes of time difference τ . τL ,

τH are the minimum and maximum limit of the τ , separately.

We assume that all the left indexes are combined as PL , and

the right as PR. PL and PR can be formulated as below:

gL =

M
∑

i=1

δ
(

t − tmi
)

,mi ∈ PL (8)

gR =

N
∑

j=1

δ
(

t − tnj
)

, nj ∈ PR (9)

Here, M , N are the number of left and right indexes.

mi, nj are pulse index. The correlation of gL(t) and gR(t) is

computed as:

R(τ ) =

∫ ∞

−∞

gL(t)gR(t + τ )dt =

N
∑

j=1

M
∑

i=1

δ
(

τ − tnj + tmi
)

(10)

Here, R(0) is correlated results denoted as key indexes.

When the number of extracted TOAs is small, the correspond-

ing PRI will be recognized as sub PRI of the staggered PRI

and pushed into the buffer. Taking the integrity of the TOA

train into account, the process of detection and supplementary

for the missing pulses is necessary.

In Fig.7, we illustrate the supplementary for the missing

pulses. The green cubes are indexes gotten by correlation

computing, and denoted as temporary key indexes. The red

cubes are the head and tail indexes that are omitted in the

temporary key indexes. The black cubes are indexes which

are omitted in the middle while calculating the correlation.

The white cubes are pulse indexes omitted in the original

pulse train.

FIGURE 7. Schematic diagram of pulse supplementary.

Since we get the temporary key indexes, it is easy to find

the head and tail indexes that do not occur in the temporary

key indexes. Then we traverse the pulses among the discon-

tinuous achieved indexes to obtain middle pulses that may

be lost, calculation of which is simple. In principle, we first

deal with fixed and staggered PRI types, then deal with other

complex types. The only difference between fixed and jitter-

like PRI types in deinterleaving is the width of PRI ranges.

During the process of extracting TOA trains, it is necessary

to determine whether the PRI is staggered or not. In Fig.2,

PRI1 and PRI2 are sub PRIs, and PRIT is sum of them.

Both PRI1 and PRI2 get peaks in TDOA histogram. However,

they are discrete correlated TOAs in time domain, and it

is impossible to get key indexes by computing correlation.

Fortunately, the correlated key indexes can be obtained by the

PRI of PRIT . For a fixed PRI, the number of pulses in time

duration T is around N = T/PRI . But for a frame period of a

staggered PRI type, the number of pulses in time duration T

is about N = kT/PRI , where k is the number of sub PRIs.

Considering the missing pulses, we add a ratio α to make the

decision more reasonable.

Ns =
αT

PRI
(11)

Here, α is used to determine whether the PRI is the frame

period of staggered PRIs or not. Assume that there were no

pulses missed in the pulse stream, pulses of two-staggered

PRIs will be twice as the pulses of fixed PRI with the same

interval as the frame period. Furthermore, N -staggered PRIs

will be N times, which is shown in Fig.2. Taking the pulse

missing into consideration, the picked pulses will be fewer.

As for two-staggered PRIs, the α should bemore than one and

less than two. In our simulation experiment, we conduct sev-

eral supplementary experiments to test whether our method

can recognize the staggered PRIs with different values of α.

α is an adjustable parameter, which is set to 1.5 in this

paper. If the number of extracted TOAs is beyond the Ns,

the PRI can be considered as staggered. For the staggered

PRI, we continue to estimate its sub PRIs by calculating the

TDOA histogram from the obtained pulses.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We adopt precall and perror to evaluate the performance of

deinterleaving algorithms. The two indicators are defined as

bellow:

precall =
1

n

n
∑

i=1

TPi

Pi
(12)

perror =
1

n

n
∑

i=1

|PRIei − PRIai|

PRIai
(13)

Here, Pi, TPi are the predicted and original number of

pulses corresponding to the i-th PRI, respectively. PRIei,

PRIai are estimated and actual PRI values, respectively.

We compare the results with CDIF and SDIF which are PRI

deinterleaving algorithms based on TDOA histogram.

A. PULSE STREAM CONSISTED OF FIXED PRIs

We design three groups of experiments. In each group, every

pulse train consists of three different fixed PRIs. All the three

algorithms can estimate the PRIs with perror less than 1e-3.

We calculate the precall of different algorithms at variable

pulse missing rates, and the results are shown in Table 2.

In Table 2, all the simulated PRIs are fixed. All of these

algorithms can achieve good performance when the missing

rate is small. The performances degrade as the missing rate

rises. However, our algorithm shows robustness to the rising

missing rate, which is mainly because our algorithm extracts

pulses not based on searching.
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TABLE 2. Results of pulse stream consisted of fixed PRIs.

B. PULSE STREAM CONSISTED OF FIXED AND

JITTERED PRIs

First, we design three groups of experiments. The simulation

pulses of each group are from three emitters with differ-

ent PRI values. The PRIs consist of both fixed and jittered

types. We compare our algorithm with CDIF and SDIFs. The

results prove that our algorithm performs better as is shown

in Table 3. More pulses are extracted and the estimated PRI

values are more precious.

Next, we expand the experiment to examine how the miss-

ing rate and number of emitters affect the deinterleaving

results in detail. We simulate the data of three radar emitters

and change the missing rate from 0 to 0.4. The precall of

the different algorithms is shown in Fig.8. We can see that

the performance of the five algorithms degrades rapidly as

missing rate rises. Both CDIF and SDIFs include a searching

procedure, which is dependent on the pulse integrity. Even the

existing histogram methods take missing pulses into consid-

eration, the fluctuation propagation of the PRIs will increase

the error. Because our method extracts the pulses directly

based on the recorded pulse pairs, the results will not be

affected by the fluctuation propagation. Consequently, our

method is better than CDIF and SDIFs in dealing with the

pulse missing problem.

Fig.9 shows that the precall degrades as the number of

emitters increases. It is inevitable that the deinterleaving

results get worse because the the pulses extracted earlier

FIGURE 8. Precall on different missing rates.

FIGURE 9. Precall on different number of emitters.

include pulses from other emitters. Since our method extracts

the pulsesmuchmore precisely from the start, the effect of the

order is smaller.

To visualize the effect of pulse extracting order on the

results, we plot the confusion matrix of precall of different

methods in Fig.10.We simulate five emitters of different PRIs

TABLE 3. Results of pulse stream consisted of fixed and jittered PRIs.
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FIGURE 10. (a) Precall of CDIF [9]. (b) Precall of SDIF [10]. (c) Precall of SDIF2 [3]. (d) Precall of SDIF3 [11]. (e) Precall of Ours.
(Missing rate = 0.15, Number of emitters = 5).

TABLE 4. Results of pulse stream consisted of fixed, jittered and
staggered PRIs.

at the missing rate 0.15. In Fig.10, the deeper the blue is,

the higher the precall will be.We number the emitters accord-

ing to the order in which the pulses are extracted. As for our

method, the deinterleaving results of each emitter are much

more precise compared to CDIF and SDIFs algorithm.

In conclusion, the searching procedure of the traditional

histogram methods is straightforward but inappropriate.

When the searching base pulse is not precise, the error of

TOAs will propagate. Our method based on pulse correlation

performs better.

C. PULSE STREAM CONSISTED OF FIXED, JITTERED,

STAGGERED PRIs

Here, three groups of experiments are designed. Each group

contains 4 emitters with different PRIs, including the fixed,

jittered and staggered PRIs. Since CDIF and SDIFs do not

take the staggered PRIs into consideration, our algorithm

will not be compared with them. In Table 4, we evaluate the

algorithm by precall and perror . Also, the perror of sub PRIs

is calculated. Table 4 shows that our algorithm can extract

most of the pulses out and estimate the sub PRI values as well.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we first calculate the multi-level TDOA

histogram, and record the pulse pair indexes at the same

time. Then we adopt a mean filter for the histogram and

calculate the threshold for the filtered histogram. Raw PRI

ranges are obtained after comparing the filtered histogram

with threshold. We utilize IQR algorithm to split the fliers out

when the fixed and jittered PRIs are overlapped in the TDOA

histogram. TOAs can be extracted based on the recorded

pulse pair indexes directly. At last, the staggered checking and

supplementary will be added.From the experimental results,

we can see that our algorithm can extract more pulses accu-

rately and estimate the PRI values more preciously. Our

method shows robustness to the jitter rate, missing rate and

the number of radar emitters. Also, our algorithm can esti-

mate the sub PRIs for the staggered PRIs.
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